The BRAFT1796A transversion is a prevalent mutational event in human thyroid microcarcinoma.
Mutation in exon 15 of the BRAF gene is a characteristic feature of human thyroid papillary carcinoma (PTC). To determine the role of such mutation(s) in the neoplastic progression of thyroid papillary microcarcinoma (PMC), we analyzed 46 cases from 31 Russian and 15 Japanese patients with PMC. Mutated BRAF (the BRAFT1796A transversion in all cases) was detected in 13/46 (28.2%) of the tumors: 9/31 (29.0%) and 4/15 (26.6%) in Russian and Japanese individuals, respectively, displaying no signs of difference in the mutational rates in the PMCs from patients with diverse genetic background seen in PTCs. Occurrence of the BRAF mutation did not significantly correlate with the patients' gender, age at presentation, metastatic indices or with papillary, mixed papillary and follicular, and solid/trabecular PMC histotype. On the contrary, the tumors of follicular morphology significantly associated with the mutation-free genotype (P=0.018), and in the mixed-type tumors characterized by co-occurrence of well-differentiated and less differentiated components, the BRAF mutational frequency was significantly elevated (P=0.020). The results indicate the BRAFT1796A mutation is prevalent in PMCs, and thus these tumors may have a spectrum of genetic events partly overlapping with that of PTCs.